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Abstract — Existing methods for synthesis of speed-
independent circuits under unbounded delay model have diffi-
culties in combining the generality of formal approach with the
practicality of the implementation architectures used at the logic
level. This paper presents a characteristic property of the state
graph specification, called Monotonous Cover requirement, im-
plying its hazard-free implementation within the standard struc-
ture of a two-level SOP logic and a row of latches. The overall
synthesis procedure ensures satisfiability of this condition by ap-
plying the generalised state assignment approach.

I INTRODUCTION

The design of asynchronous circuitry is a difficult task since
circuit malfunction can occur during execution if it is not free
of hazards. One approach is based on bounded gate/wire de-
lay assumptions and relies on delay information to eliminate
hazards [7], which means the implementation is not robust to
delay variations due to differences in process technologies or
noise and temperature variations. In this paper, we consider
the problem of producing speed-independent asynchronous
circuits using only basic gates such as AND-gates, OR-gates,
and asynchronous latches. Speed-independence means that
the circuit will work correctly regardless of the individual gate
delays. This is known as the unbounded gate delay model.
It assumes that the wires can also have arbitrary delays, but
the skew of all wire delays at multiple fanouts be negligible
(less than the minimum gate delay). Speed-independent re-
alizations are particularly attractive because they can tolerate
delay variations that are inevitable when migrating to different
process technologies or even with a known technology un-
der process or temperature variations. This also implies that
speed-independent modules can easily be replaced whenever
a higher performance process technology becomes available.

There has been considerable research on the theory and
automated synthesis of speed-independent circuits using com-
plex gates [3, 8, 12]. This theory is based on the assumptions
that each non-input signal of a correct specification, which is
either a Signal Transition Graph or semimodular State Graph,
is implemented with a single complex gate and that this com-
plex gate contains no internal hazards. It has been shown
that the requirement of Complete State Coding (CSC) is the
necessary and sufficient condition for such a complex gate
implementation [3]. However, it is often the case that the re-
quired combinational logic functions are too complex to have
single complex gate implementations from a standard library.
Thus, researchers have investigated the problem of synthesiz-
ing speed-independent circuits that assumes only the availabil-
ity of basic gates such as AND-gates and OR-gates. However,
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this is known to be a difficult problem. One of the practically
useful architectures, for which this problem requires an effi-
cient solution, is the one consisting of sum-of-product (SOP)
logic implementations for the up- and the down-transition (ex-
citation) functions and asynchronous latches (C-element or
RS) for restoring the primary non-input signals of the specifi-
cation. The target of our paper is precisely this implementation
style.

Varshavsky et al.[12] have developed a theory for the im-
plementation of distributive specifications using basic gates.
Their methods were mainly aimed to prove the completeness
of a limited basis of NAND gates with minimum fanin and
fanout and therefore were rather inefficient. Moreover they
were developed only for autonomous circuits. Beerel and
Meng [2] have refined the basic method by allowing input
choices and restricted logic optimization. However, their
method cannot guarantee the correct solution in all cases.
Yu and Subrahmanyam [14] proposed to use the property of a
separable cube to define necessary and sufficient conditions for
hazard-free implementation of STGs. Their analysis however
is applied under rather severe constraints on the specification,
namely: only marked graphs (only distributive circuits) and
non-multiple transitions of non-input signals are allowed.

The major result of this work is the sufficient conditions
for synthesis of hazard-free asynchronous speed-independent
circuits from state graph specifications (under the chosen ar-
chitecture implementation these conditions are very close to
necessary ones, as will be shown later). Formulating the prob-
lem at the state graph level has several important advantages.
State Graphs can be used to capture the desired behavior from
a specification point of view as well as capture the actual
behavior of an implementation. The translation from differ-
ent high-level specifications (e.g., STGs [3, 12], CSP models
[5, 8], and multiple-input-change automata [15, 4]) to state
graphs is straightforward.

Specifically, we have developed the Monotonous Cover
(MC) requirement which formalizes the requirement that each
excitation region of the state graph must be implementable by
a single monotonous cube (to be defined later). The satis-
faction of this requirement also guarantees the satisfaction of
the CSC requirement. Formalizing the problem in this way
makes it possible to define algorithmic synthesis procedures
for transforming the initial state graph to satisfy this property,
using for example, the generalized state assignment method
described in [11]. The preliminary discussion of MC-theory
was given in [6].

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Sec-
tion II defines the state graph specification model and the basic
objects that we need for the exposition of this work. Section III



presents the basic implementation architectures that will be
used to realize a hazard-free implementation. The main result
of this work is described in Section IV, which develops the
formal conditions for guaranteeing the correctness of imple-
mentations under the chosen architectures. In Section V, an
outline of a possible synthesis procedure based on this theory
is presented. A way to optimise the final implementation using
a more general form of MC condition is given in Section VI.
The MC requirements have been introduced into the general
state assignment framework and Section VII presents some
experimental results.

II STATE GRAPH SPECIFICATION

We formulate our problem at the state graph level. A state
graph (SG) is a fundamental structure for representing asyn-
chronous behavior.

A State Graphs

A state graph is a finite automaton given by G =

hX;S; T; �; soi, where the components are defined as follows.
X = XI [ XO is the set of signals, XI is the set of in-
put signals, and XO is the set of non-input signals, such that
XI \XO = ;.
T is the set of signal transitions, where each transition can

be represented as (+xi; j) or (�xi; j) for the j-th 0 ! 1 or
1 ! 0 transition of signal +xi (j is distinguishing different
multiple transitions of the signal within one cycle of operation).
Further, if no confusion arises, we will denote different signal
names not by x1; x2; : : : but by different letters a; b; : : :. In
this case we will refer to the j-th transition of signal a from 0
to 1 as +aj and from 1 to 0 as �aj (sometimes index j can be
omitted). �aj is used to depict either a “+aj” transition or a
“�aj” transition.

� : S � T 7! S is a partial function representing the transi-
tion function such that if �(s; t) = s0 is defined then t is said to
be enabled in state s and the firing of t takes the system from

s to s0. This is denoted as s
t
! s0.

s0 2 S is the initial state. Each state in the state graph is
labelled with a binary vector hs(1); s(2); : : : ; s(n)i according
to the signals X = fx1; x2; : : : ; xng of the system. The
labeling is given by a state assignment function �X : S �
X 7! f0; 1g. For a given state s 2 S, s(i) denotes the i-th
component of s corresponding to the value of signal xi 2 X .
The state assignment function is defined as follows: (1) if
s(i) = 0 ^ t = +xi then s0(i) = 1; (2) else if s(i) = 1 ^ t =
�xi then s0(i) = 0; (3) otherwise, s0(i) = s(i). If the states
of the state graph can be encoded according to the above
rules, then the state graph is said to have a consistent state
assignment. In a state s 2 S, if a transition t is enabled,
the corresponding signal xi is said to be excited (which can
be denoted pictorially with an asterisk �). If a signal is not
excited, it is said to be stable. A state in the state graph
captures the state of all signals in a circuit, while a transition
between states is a transition of exactly one signal. There
may be many signals enabled in a state, but exactly one signal
transition is fired at a time. This corresponds to the interleaved
concurrency model.

An example of a state graph is shown on Figure 1. Here,
signals a and b are the input signals and, signals c and d are the
output signals (the meaning of the regions within the dashed
lines will be explained later).
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Figure 1: State Graph example.

B Objects and Properties of State Graphs

In this section, we formally define some basic objects and
properties that we will be using to formulate the conditions for
gate-level speed-independence.

Definition 1 (Conflict) [10, 12] A state w of circuit is said to
be a conflict state with respect to a signal a if and only if a
is excited in w and 9b also excited in w such that in state u,
w

b
! u, signal a becomes stable. If this a is an internal signal,

then w is said to be an internally conflict state; otherwise it is
said to be an input conflict state.

Internally conflict states localize the places in state graphs
where hazards corresponding to non-input signals can occur.
Input conflicts are due to external input signals. For a pro-
cess with external input signals, they can describe the non-
determinism in the environment behavior – i.e., the circuit
does not have exact information on what input pattern will be
sent by external world. Since only non-input signals have to
be synthesized in an implementation, input conflicts are not
dangerous. However, not any environment behavior is good
under the speed-independence requirements; some behaviors
can cause hazards to propagate from the input lines to the
output signals.

We follow a delay-insensitive communication of the circuit
and its environment, which corresponds to Molnar’s Foam
Rubber Wrapper property [9]. It states that if arbitrary delays
are attached to the input and output lines of the implemented
system, the new interface created must have the same behav-
ior as the originally specified, with no hazards. The formal
restrictions for the environment to have a “safe” disabling on
the input signals can be defined directly in terms of a special
type of signal excitation [13].

Definition 2 (Semi-modularity) A state graph is said to be
semi-modular (output semi-modular) with respect to state u
if and only if no conflict state (internally conflict state) is
reachable from u.

Return to our SG example from Figure 1. In its initial state
0*0*00, both a and b signals are excited but the firing of any
one of them disables the excitation of the other (see states
100*0* and 010*0). Thus 0*0*00 is a conflict state and the
presented SG is not semi-modular. As a and b signals are the
input signals, state 0*0*00 is an input conflict state. There are
no other conflict states in our SG, so it is output semi-modular
and can be implemented by a speed-independent circuit.



Definition 3 (Detonant) [12] A state w is said to be detonant
with respect to internal signal a if and only if there exists a
pair of the states u and v that directly follow w (i.e., w !
u;w ! v) such that a is stable in state w and is excited in
states u and v.

Definition 4 (Distributive) A state graph is called distribu-
tive (output distributive) with respect to state u if and only if it
is semi-modular (output semi-modular) and no detonant states
are reachable from u in this state graph.

There are no detonant states in the SG of Figure 1 and this SG
is output distributive.

Note that a behavior of a gate-level circuit can be represented
as a state graph if every gate output is represented as a separate
signal in the state graph. Therefore, we say a circuit is semi-
modular or a circuit is distributive if its corresponding state
graph is output semi-modular or distributive, respectively.

In order to derive a correspondence between actual signal
transitions and states in the state graphs, different regions are
defined as follows:

Definition 5 (Excitation region) [12] An excitation region of
signal a in state graph G is a maximal connected set of states
in which a has the same value and is excited.

The excitation region corresponding to transition �ai will be
denoted as ER(�ai). Note that there can be several excita-
tion regions for a corresponding to multiple transitions of a.
We will call an excitation region that corresponds to a “+a”
transition an up-excitation region and to “�a” transition — a
down-excitation region.

Definition 6 (Quiescent region) [2] A quiescent region of
signal a in state graph G is the maximal connected set of
states in which a has the same value and is not excited.

The quiescent region corresponding to transition �ai,
QR(�ai), is the set of states between ER(�ai) and
ER(�ai+1), where �ai+1 denotes the next transition of signal
a.

On Figure 1 the up-excitation region ER(+d1) and the
following quiescent region QR(+d1) are shown by dashed
lines.

Definition 7 (Constant function region) A constant func-
tion region of signal a in state graph G is the maximal con-
nected set of states in which function for signal a has the same
value.

The constant function region corresponding to transition �ai,
CFR(�ai), equals to ER(�ai) [QR(�ai).

Definition 8 (Minimal state) A stateu is said to be a minimal
state for the excitation region ER(�ai) if it has no predeces-
sors within the region. It is denoted as umin(�ai).

Definition 9 (Unique entry condition) An excitation region
is said to satisfy the unique entry condition if it has exactly
one minimal state.

The notion of “unique entry condition” is important because
it is a necesssary condition for the existence of a single cube
to cover an excitation region.

Lemma 1 [12] In a semi-modular but not distributive SG,
there will be at least one ER with several minimal states.

Definition 10 (Trigger signals) A transition �bj (as well as
its underlying signal b) is called a trigger for transition �ai
if by firing �bj we can enter the excitation region ER(�ai).
Formally, �bj is trigger for �ai if and only if state v exists in

the state graph, v 62 ER(�ai) and v
�bj
�! u; u 2 ER(�ai).

Lemma 2 In an output distributive state graphG, where each
excitation region of non-input signal transition satisfies the
unique entry condition, transition �bj is a trigger for �ai if
�bj is an input transition to umin(�ai). That is, for some state

v in G, v
�bj
�! umin(�ai).

Definition 11 (Ordered and concurrent signals) A signal b
is said to be ordered with respect to transition �ai if no transi-
tion of signal b is excited within ER(�ai). Otherwise b is said
to be concurrent with �ai.

Definition 12 (Persistency) [3] A trigger transition �bj is
non-persistent to �ai if b is concurrent to �ai; otherwise, it
is said to be persistent. A state graph G is said to be persis-
tent if for each excitation functionER(�ai) the corresponding
transition �ai is persistent to its trigger signals.

If a trigger transition �bj is non-persistent to �ai, there has to be
a state v in ER(�ai) in which �bj+1 is excited. This is easily
seen on our SG example. We can reach the minimal state
of ER(+d1) (state 100*0* see Figure 1) only by transition
+a1 firing. So by Lemma 2.2 +a1 is the only one trigger
transition to ER(+d1). However inside ER(+d1) transition
�a1 is excited that leads to the non-persistency of transition
+a1 with respect to +d1.

III BASIC IMPLEMENTATION STRUCTURES

We consider the problem of implementing state graph at the cir-
cuit level such that the resulting circuit is speed-independent,
i.e., hazard-free under the unbounded gate delay assumption.
However not only the value of gate delay is of importance –
the type of gate delay model (pure, inertial, etc.) also affects
crucially the notion of implementation correctness. In this
paper, we assume a pure delay model where gates have pure
delays. That is, a pulse of any length that occurs on the gate
input can propogate to the gate output. Under this assumption
any violation of semi-modularity by internal signals will result
in hazardous behavior on circuit outputs [1]. Therefore in our
implementation methods we will be looking for the “pure”
semi-modular circuits (more formally – for the circuits whose
SG are output semi-modular by the signals on all (internal and
output) gates).

We consider two implementation structures: one using
Muller C-elements as restoring asynchronous memory ele-
ments, and the other using RS-latches. Both implementation
structures are essentially the same except that the latter is
dual-rail encoded. A two-input C-element is an asynchronous
memory element with inputs A and B and one output C. The
next state equation is C = AB + (A+B)C. The implemen-
tation structure using C-elements is shown in Figure 2,a. This
implementation structure is called a signal network. The im-
plementation strategy consists of implementing each non-input
signal a with a corresponding signal network. Our synthesis
strategy for deriving a signal network for each non-input signal
consists of the following steps:

1) identifying all excitation regions for the signal a;
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Figure 2: Signal network for standard C-implementation (a) and
RS-implementation (b) structures.

2) for each excitation regionER(�ai), derive a region func-
tion Sa(i) or Ra(i) as a single cube implemented by AND
gate;

4) combine the region functions corresponding to the up-
excitation regions (down-excitation function) with an OR gate
to create an up-excitation function Sa (down-excitation func-
tion Ra ) for a;

6) combine the up-excitation function Sa and the down-
excitation functionRa with the C-element to create the signal
network, as depicted in Figure 2,a.

Such an implementation is called a standard C-
implementation. It requires C-elements, AND gates, OR gates,
and inverters.

Note. The sets of logic gates corresponding to the excitation
regions of any pair of excitation functions (of the same or two
different signals) are assumed to be disjoint. In Section VI we
will show how to allow gate sharing for the signal logic.

We can also use a standard RS-implementation based on
RS-latches as shown in Figure 2,b. There is one significant
difference between the ways to implement the up- and down-
excitation functions when C-elements and RS flip-flops are
used as restoring memory elements. The cube that corresponds
to a region function can contain signals in direct and inverse
form. Thus to implement this cube in C-implementation we
need to have AND-gates with input inversions. When RS
flip-flops are used all internal signals of a circuit are already
implemented in dual-rail form that allows to replace all inverse
occurrences of each internal signal in region functions by the
signal from inverse output of a corresponding RS flip-flop.
If all input signals are also presented in dual-rail form all
region functions can be implemented simply by AND-gate
(without input inversions). Otherwise the special input-output
converters to and from dual-rail form are to be used.

Justification of input inversions. After carrying out tech-
nology mapping for the standard C-implementation all input
inversions will be implemented as separate inverters. If we
consider all these inverters as independent gates the stan-
dard C-implementation will not be speed-independent any-
more. In order to prove that we can safely use standard C-
implementation we need to validate the use of input inverters
considering some realistic bounds on gate delays. This can
draw upon the following statement:

Assume that a standard C-implementationC1 of some state
graph is output-semimodular. LetC2 be the same standard C-
implementation except all input inversions of AND-gates are
implemented by separate inverters. Let dmax

inv be the maximal
possible delay of one inverter and Dmin

sn is the minimal pos-
sible delay of one signal network (consists of the AND-gate
delay + the OR-gate delay + the C-element delay). C2 is

hazard-free under any distribution of gate delays, which obeys
the following condition: dmax

inv <Dmin
sn .

Such a relational constraint on the value of inverter delays
is realistic, that allows us to use standard C-implementation
without considering precise bounds on gate delays.

To better formalize the requirements for the up-excitation
and down-excitation functions, the following notations are in-
troduced: 0-set(a) = [iQR(�ai), 0*-set(a) = [iER(+ai),
1-set(a) = [iQR(+ai), and 1*-set(a) = [iER(�ai).

Definition 13 (Consistent excitation function) A function
Sa (Ra) is said to be a consistent up-excitation function (con-
sistent down-excitation function for signal a if Sa (Ra) has a
value 1 in all states from 0*-set(a) (1*-set(a)) and a value 0
in all states from 1*-set(a) [ 0-set(a) (0*-set(a) [ 1-set(a)).

This essentially corresponds to an up-excitation function Sa
(Ra) where it is enabled high in all states of its up-excitation
regions (down-excitation regions) and parts of the quiescent
regions that follow these excitation regions.

IV SPEED-INDEPENDENCE CONDITIONS

We now investigate the sufficient conditions for deriving a
speed-independent circuit from a state graph using the basic
implementation structures described in the previous section.
A previous condition called the Complete State Coding re-
quirement was proposed and proved as a necessary condition
by Chu [3] for a hazard-free implementation.

Definition 14 (Complete State Coding (CSC))
A state graph is said to satisfy the Complete State Coding
requirement if and only if (1) each pair of states have unique
binary codes, or (2) for pairs of states having identical binary
codes, the set of excited non-input signal transitions must be
identical.

However, a logic implementation from a state graph that satisfy
the CSC requirement may still (and often does) contain hazards
if the combinational circuit implementing the output and next-
state functions are not hazard-free.

To develop the sufficient conditions for a hazard-free im-
plementation under the unbounded gate delay model, we first
introduce the notion of a cover cube and its correspondence to
the excitation regions.

Definition 15 (Cover cube) A cube c = c1; : : : ; ck is said to
be a cover cube for the excitation regionER(�ai), denoted as
c(�ai), if each literal cj corresponds to some signal b ordered
with ai and cj = b if b has the value 1 in ER(�ai), otherwise
cj = b.

Lemma 3 The smallest (in its dimension) cover cube c(�ai)
can be derived by deleting from a minterm corresponding to the
state umin(�ai) all signals that are concurrent to �ai together
with signal ai itself.

Definition 16 (Correct covering) A cover cube c(�ai) covers
ER(�ai) correctly if: (1) for �ai = +ai it does not cover
states where the value of function for signal a equals to 0 (i.e.
c(�ai)\ (1*-set(a)[ 0-set(a)) = ;)) and (2) for �ai = �ai it
does not cover states where the value of function for signal a
equals to 1 (i.e. c(�ai) \ (0*-set(a)[ 1-set(a)) = ;)).

Theorem 1 In a state graphG, every cover cube c(�ai) covers
the corresponding ER(�ai) correctly only if G is persistent.



We now define two key definitions that essentially capture
the sufficient condition for a speed-independent implementa-
tion.

Definition 17 (Monotonous cover (MC)) A cover cube
c(�ai) is said to be a Monotonous Cover (MC) for ER(�ai)
if (1) c(�ai) covers all states of ER(�ai) (2) c(�ai) changes
at most once in any trace of states inside CFR(�ai), and (3)
c(�ai) does not cover any reachable state outside CFR(�ai).

Such a cube is called a monotonous cover cube for ER(�ai).
This definition implies that an MC c(�ai) cube covers
ER(�ai) correctly.

Definition 18 (Monotonous Cover requirement) A state
graph G is said to satisfy the Monotonous Cover (MC) re-
quirement if and only if for every excitation region ER(�ai),
for non-input signals, there is a corresponding monotonous
cover cube c(�ai).

This definition implies that if the G satisfies the MC require-
ment, for every non-input signal a all the cubes corresponding
to the transitions ofa are disjoint (do not cover common states).

Theorem 2 In a semi-modular, but non-distributive, state
graph, not every excitation region can have a monotonous
cover.

The following theorem shows that Monotonous Cover re-
quirement for SGG cover is a sufficient one for the correspond-
ing standard C- and RS-implementations to be semi-modular
for all signals.

Theorem 3 If the excitation functionRa and Sa for each non-
input signal a from the state graph G is represented as sum of
cubes c(�a1); : : : ; c(�ak), and c(+a1); : : : ; c(+ak), respec-
tively, where c(�ai) corresponds to the monotonous cover of
ER(�ai), then both standard RS- and C-implementations are
semi-modular.

Theorem 3 gives a sufficient condition that guarantees im-
plementation correctness. It is very close to a necessary con-
dition for the standard implementation structure if we will
exclude some degenerative cases. Let us point some of them.
1. We can allow gate’s sharing in different signal networks.
It means that one cube can cover two (or more) excitation
regions. The formal requirements for this are considered in
Section IV.

2. SOP implementation becomes degenerative for example,
if a cube c consists from one literal (b or b) and/or the corre-
sponding excitation function (Sa for example) consists of cube
c only. Then we can remove the AND and OR-gate from its
implementation and connect the output b to the corresponding
input of C-element or RS flip-flop. In this case it is sufficient
to demand from c that it be a correct cover, not necessarily a
monotonous one.

If every excitation region ER has a corresponding
monotonous cover, then it can be represented in corresponding
excitation function by exactly one cube. Let us note that ac-
cording to Theorem 2, excitation functions for semi-modular,
but non-distributive, state graphs cannot be represented in such
way. For such state graphs, several cubes will be turned on
simulteneously in some excitation region, and it is impossible
to identify which cube caused the firing of the output signal.
However, as was proved in [12], any semi-modular but non-
distributive state graph can be equivalently transformed to its

simple form by inserting additional signals when each of the
detonant regions can be covered by elementary sum of two
literals, say a+ b. These sums can be directly implemented at
the OR-gates of a standard C-element or RS-implementations,
without preceding AND-gates. Such implementation is output
semi-modular.

Similarly, a distributive circuit with some excitation regions
for which unique entry-condition does not meet can be equiv-
alently transformed by inserting additional signals to the form
which obeys unique entry condition.

Our main problem then is to satisfy the MC requirement.
This property is in fact very succinct as it also implies the CSC
requirement and persistency.

Theorem 4 Given a state graph G, if it satisfies the
Monotonous Cover requirement, thenG also satisfies the CSC
property.

Corollary 1 Given a state graph G, if it satisfies the
Monotonous Cover requirement, then G is also guaranteed
to be persistent.

V SYNTHESIS PROCEDURE

A Outline of Synthesis

One possible synthesis approach is to transform an initial state
graph G to a new state graph G0 that satisfies the MC require-
ment. We have worked out an approach based on the general-
ized state assignment framework described in [11]. This work
will be described elsewhere, in a forthcoming report. The ba-
sic idea is to transform G into G0 by encoding each state with
new state variables that can take on each one of four possible
values: f0; 1; up; downg. Given a particular assignment, a
new state graph G0 can be derived from G using the expan-
sion algorithm described in [11]. In [11], the constraints that
must be satisfied on the encodings of the states are formulated
as Boolean constraints, and thus can be solved as a Boolean
satisfiability task. Within this framework, the problem we can
state now for hazard-free implementation is as follows. While
introducing the additional signals in the output semi-modular
state graphG, the following requirements have to be satisfied:

1) Semi-modularity by non-input signals; otherwise we can-
not ensure the absence of races by these signals under the
unbounded gate delay model.

2) Unique entry requirement for the excitation regions of
the newly introduced signals. This means that each excitation
region of G0 must have only one minimal state; otherwise
more than one AND-term has to be correspondent to excitation
region.

3) The transformed state graph satisfies the Monotonous
Cover requirement.

Once such a state graph G0 is derived, we can implement it
directly by the standard C- or RS-implemenattion structures.
As will be seen in Section VI, it will also be possible to share
the AND-gates (product terms) if an AND-gate can be used to
implement several excitation regions. This added flexibility
of gate sharing can be exploited by a two-level minimizer.

B Examples

To give an intuition on how the monotonous cover requirement
works, we will now consider two synthesis examples. The first
example shows that the MC requirement will enable us to get
more efficient solutions than the method by Beerel [2], which
is the closest approach to ours. The second example shows
that our framework can find correct implementations in cases
where all the known methods fail.



Example 1. In the SG from Figure 1, the +d transition is not
persistent to its trigger signal +a because signal a can change
to 0 inside the excitation region ER(+d). Therefore, it is
impossible to coverER(+d)with one cube – two cubesab and
bc are required for the correct cover. Thus the implementation
derived by method [2] is:
S(d)1 = ab; S(d)2 = bc; Sd = S(d)1 + S(d)2;

Rd = abc; d = SdRd + d(Sd +Rd) (1)
S(c)1 = bd; Sc = a+ S(c)1;

Rc = abd; c = ScRc + c(Sc +Rc)

However the method [2] fails to find the acknowledgement
for both AND gates ab and bc and asks for the transformations
of initial SG (the latter are not formalized in [2]).

Our MC condition requires each ER to be covered by one
single cube and to ensure this it is sufficient to add only one
signal x (it can be done for example in the framework of
Boolean satisfiability approach). The resulting SG is shown
on Figure 3. From this SG the following implementation on
simple gates can be derived:
Sx = abc; x = Sxa+ x(Sx + a); d = x;

S(c)1 = bd; S(c)2 = xab; Sc = S(c)1 + S(c)2; (2)
Rc = abd; c = ScRc + c(Sc +Rc)
These functions show that the reduction to MC form add

nearly nothing to the complexity of implementation (compare
to equations (1)).
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1*1110

1*0*1100010*0

0*0*001

10001* 010*01

100*0*0 0*1101

1*010*0 100*10 11101*

1110*0

011*10

01*010

00010*

00*110

abcdx

ER(+x)

ER(-x,2)

ER(-x,1)

Figure 3: Reduction of SG to MC form.

Example 2. Consider the SG from Figure 4 with the input
signals a; c; d. Let us derive the implementation for the out-
put signal b. This SG is persistent and the excitation re-
gion ER(+b1) is covered by cube a and ER(+b2) – by cube
cd. Thus for both these cubes, all the correctness conditions
pointed in the method [2] are satisfied and we will arrive
at the following implementation of signal b on simple gates:
t = cd; b = a+ t

However this implementation is hazardous because cube
a that covers ER(+b1) also covers the state 100*1 from
ER(+b2). This means that while entering the excitation re-
gionER(+b2) (state 0*0*01) the AND-gate t starts its switch-

ing, but if its delay is large enough, the signal a will fire to 1
earlier and will trigger the OR-gate b. Thus the firing of gate
t will not be acknowledged, and this can produce hazards.

MC requirement easily recognizes this situation and can
remove the hazard by adding one signal.
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01*00

10*11 1110*

1*111
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001*1

0*0*01

10*01

1*100

0*101

1101*
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cube a
covered by 

ER(+b,1)

ER(+b,2)

abcd

Figure 4: Violation of MC requirements in persistent SG.

VI GENERALIZING MC-REQUIREMENT

The possibility of reusing the AND-gates in different signal
networks allows better usage of the silicon area for the design.
Our approach tries to avoid performing transformations at the
gate interconnection level. Thus, unlike [2], we tackle the op-
timization problem formally by generalizing the monotonous
cover requirements. This approach has the advantage of being
more generic as it requires altering relevant constraints in the
state assignment framework (see Section VII).

We first need to expand the notions of cover cube and
of correct cover on the set of transitions. If F is the
set of transitions (F = f�ai1; �bi2; : : : ; �dikg) and F 0 =

fER(�ai1); ER(�bi2); : : : ; ER(�dik)g is the corresponding
set of excitation regions, then c(F 0) is a cover cube for F 0 if
c(F 0) is a cover cube for any excitation region from F 0. We
say that c(F 0) covers F 0 correctly if it correctly covers each
exitation region from F 0.

Definition 19 (Generalization of MC) A cover cube c(F 0)

is said to be a Monotonous Cover (MC) for the
set of excitation regions F 0 if: (1) c(F 0) covers all
states ER(�ai1) [ ER(�bi2) [ : : : [ ER(�dik), (2) c(F 0)
changes at most once in any trace of states inside each
of regions CFR(�ai1); CFR(�bi2); : : : CFR(�dik), and
(3) c(F 0) does not cover any reachable state outside
CFR(�ai1); CFR(�bi2); : : : CFR(�dik).

All three conditions of this definition basically generalize
the corresponding conditions of the definition 17. The last
condition ensures that only one cube and respectively one
AND-gate can be turned on in the excitation region. Due
to this condition, if the signal network for signal a contains
AND-gate for cube c(F 0) (i.e. some ER(�ai) 2 F 0), then
all the excitation regions of a that intersect with c(F 0) have to
be covered by c(F 0) completely, otherwise some other cube



Table 1: RESULTS OF MC-REDUCTION

added
Example in out signals

nak-pa.tim 4 5 1
nowick.tim 3 2 1

duplicator.tim 2 2 2
ganesh 8.tim 2 2 2
berkel2.tim 2 2 1
berkel3.tim 2 2 2

mp-forward-pkt.tim 3 4 0
luciano.tim 1 2 1

Delement.tim 2 2 1

is required for correct cover and more than one cube can be
turned on inside one excitation region.

The following theorem is the generalization of theorem 3.

Theorem 5 If the excitation functionRa and Sa for each non-
input signal a from the state graph G is represented as sum
of cubes c(�a1); : : : ; c(�ak), and c(+a1); : : : ; c(+ak), re-
spectively, where c(�ai) corresponds to the monotonous cover
of some excitation regionsER(�ai1), ER(�bi2), …ER(�dik)
and each regionER(�ai) is covered by exactly one cube, then
both standard RS- and C-implementations are semi-modular.

The last statement allows one to use optimization of the
multi-output two-level array of excitation functions under the
MC-requirement, using sharing of AND- and OR-gates.

VII IMPLEMENTATION AND RESULTS

To demonstrate that the theory developed in this paper is sound
and can be easily turned into viable automated synthesis proce-
dures, we have worked out a state assignment approach based
on the generalized state assignment formulation described in
[11]. While the focus of this paper is not on the state assign-
ment formulation, we believe it is important to demonstrate
the practicality of our theoretical results.

The framework described in [11] provides a means for trans-
forming state graphs to satisfy state graph requirements. The
state graph requirements are formulated as 0-1 Boolean pro-
grams that can be efficiently solved using Boolean satisfiabil-
ity solvers. We have formulated our MC-requirement on state
graphs into a set of Boolean constraints. These constraints can
then be translated into an automatic synthesis procedure using
the generalized state assignment framework for transforming
state graphs to satisfy the MC-requirement. A detailed expo-
sition of this formulation will be provided in a forthcoming
report. We have tested our state assignment formulation on
a number of moderate size examples mainly to demonstrate
the feasibility of the approach. Our current implementation
is a simple translation of the MC-requirement into Boolean
constraints. These constraints are solved using a relatively
naive branching heuristics. We are aware that it is possible
to improve the efficiency of the formulation by several or-
ders of magnitude by optimizing the constraints significantly
and by applying effective branching heuristics that exploit the
properties of the problem.

The results are reported in Table 1. The names are indicated
in the first column, and the number of input and output signals
are indicated in the second and third columns, respectively.
The number of state signals inserted by the state assignment
program is indicated in the last column. All of these examples
completed within a 5 minutes timeout limit on a DEC 5000.

VIII CONCLUSIONS

The major result of this work is the sufficient conditions for
synthesis of hazard-free speed-independent circuits from state
graph specifications under special implementation architec-
tures. Formulating the problem at the state graph level has the
main advantage that it can be used to synthesize many existing
high-level models for asynchronous circuits that can be trans-
lated to the state graph level. Specifically, we have developed
the Monotonous Cover requirement which formalizes the re-
quirement that each excitation region of the state graph must
be implementable by a single monotonous cube. Formalizing
the problem in this way makes it possible to define synthesis
procedures for transforming the initial state graph to satisfy
this property, using for example, the synthesis framework de-
scribed in [11].
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